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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe our continuing work on th
development of a hybrid SVM/HMM speech recognitio
system. The original hybrid system was evaluated on t
OGI Alphadigits corpus and performed at 11.0% WER
compared to 11.9% for a triphone mixture-Gaussian HM
system. In a new set of experiments reported here, the hyb
system performs at 10.6% WER on the Alphadigits tas
using a simple score combination mechanism. On a larg
vocabulary task, SWITCHBOARD, the hybrid system
improves the performance over the baseline HMM-bas
system from 41.6% to 40.6% WER. This is the first tim
SVMs have been applied to a complex large-vocabulary ta
Several oracle experiments are discussed which demonst
the potential benefit of this approach over traditional HMM
systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Support vector machines (SVM) have had significant succe
on several classification tasks over the past few years [
Recently, they have been used as the core classifiers
speech and speaker recognition systems [2-5]. The
systems perform at levels comparable if not better th
traditional HMM-based systems. Through the introductio
of the hybrid system in [2], we provided insight into man
issues we face when transitioning from an HMM framewor
to an SVM framework. These include the application o
temporal constraints to the static support vector classifi
generation of a posterior probability from the binary suppo
vector classifier and balancing the need for a robust traini
set with computational requirements. However, this syste
was not used for large vocabulary tasks lik
SWITCHBOARD (SWB) [6] in which good acoustic
modeling is critical.

In this paper we present results of a hybrid system on SW
We also discuss the improvements achieved on the O

1. This material is based upon work supported by the National S
ence Foundation under Grant No. IIS0095940. Any opinions, fin
ings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this mate
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Alphadigits task [7]. A key contribution of this paper is the
construction of an oracle experiment that demonstrates
potential benefit of an SVM classifier compared to Gaussi
probability distributions.

2. HYBRID ASR SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows a proposed hybrid architecture that c
exploit the relative strengths of the traditional HMM
approach and SVM classifiers. An important issue that h
to be addressed in this hybrid system is the fact that SVM
output a distance measure, while the Viterbi decodin
algorithm typically uses likelihoods or posterio
probabilities. A simple approach to solving this problem o
posterior estimation is to assume that the posterior takes
form of a sigmoid,

(1)

and to directly estimate the sigmoid. In order to avoid seve
bias in the distances for the training data, the fre

parameters, and are estimated on a cross-validat
set. Once we have the posteriors, we can replace
Gaussians in the HMM system with the SVM classifiers.

Given the nature of the SVM classifier, the obvious way
introduce this technology into a speech recognition syste
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Figure 1: A hybrid system architecture
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would be to train the classifiers on frame level data and u
them as the classifier in each state of an HMM. Since ea
classifier is trained as a one-vs-all classifier, the amount
training data is significant, and beyond curren

computational resources given the O(N2) complexity of
SVM training [8]. Hence, we chose to use segment-lev
data for our experiments.

The HMM system is used to generate alignments at t
phone level and each phone instance is treated as
segment. Figure 2 shows an example of how we construc
composite vector for a phone segment to avoid the proble
of dealing with variable length segments. SVM classifiers
our hybrid system operate on such composite vectors.

For each phone, an SVM classifier was trained
discriminate between this phone and all other phones (o
vs-all classifier). In order to limit the number of sample
(especially the out-of-class data) that is required by ea
classifier, a heuristic data selection process was used. So
of the important heuristics used included the requireme
that the training set consists of equal amounts of withi
class and out-of-class data. All within-class data availab
for a phone is by default part of the training set. The out-o
class data was randomly chosen such that one half of
out-of-class data came from phones that were phonetica
similar to the phone of interest and one half came from a
other phones. Balancing the data by similarity allowed f
more data to be used during training.

For decoding, we get the segmentation information using
baseline HMM system — a cross-word triphone syste
with multiple Gaussian mixtures per state. Composi
vectors are generated for each of the segments and poste
probabilities are hypothesized that are used to find the b
word sequence using the Viterbi decoder. Assuming that
have already trained SVM classifiers for each phone in t
model inventory, we generate N-best lists using
conventional HMM system. These N-best lists can b
e
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processed in two ways. The first possibility is to use th
segmentation from the best hypothesis generated by
HMM system and rescore all other hypothesis using th
segmentation. The lists can then be reordered and the n
hypothesis can be chosen.

Another possibility is to generate a model-level alignme
for each of the hypotheses in the N-best list using the HM
system. Based on these alignments, a segmentation for e
hypothesis is generated. The likelihood of th
corresponding hypothesis is computed by using SVMs
classify each segment. Posterior probabilities are compu
using the sigmoid approximation and are used to comp
the utterance likelihood of each hypothesis in the N-be

list. The hypotheses can then be re-ranked using the n
likelihoods and the best hypothesis can be chosen

The two approaches described above differ significantly
several ways. Using a single segmentation to reorder
N-best list makes the hybrid recognition process simpler.
single pass of rescoring a word-graph comprised of t
N-best hypothesis is sufficient to complete the rescori
process. However this approach does not conform to
methodology used for training the SVM classifiers whe
segmentation generated based on HMM alignments
used to train the classifiers. The second approach of usin
separate segmentation to compute the likelihood of ea
hypothesis in the N-best list is well-matched to the trainin
paradigm. This approach also fits well with approach
where segment graphs are used for decoding [9]. Howev
it is very cumbersome and computationally expensive.

As a point of reference, we also produced results using
reference segmentation. These are a set oforacle
experiments where the segmentations are produced
forced-alignments of the reference transcription. The resu
of these experiments provide a nice analysis tool as th
give us a presumptive lower bound on the achievable er
(the actual lower bound is the N-best list error rate, but it
a good assumption that we won’t do better than a syst
with perfect knowledge of the reference segmentation). W
hypothesize that this form of oracle experiment isolates t
segmentation issue from the recognition process and he
helps calibrate the absolute improvements provided by
SVM classifiers.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The hybrid architecture has been benchmarked on the O
Alphadigit corpus that has a vocabulary of 36 words [7]. W
used 29 phones to represent the pronunciations of
words, and therefore trained 29 SVM classifiers. Th
baseline HMM system was trained on 39-dimension
feature vectors comprised of 12 cepstral coefficien
energy, delta and acceleration coefficients. Twelve Gauss

N

ing
Figure 2: Example of a composite vector construction us
a 3-4-3 proportion
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mixture components per state were used. The training
had 50,000 sentences averaging 6 words a sentence.
baseline system delivered a word error rate (WER)
11.9% on the test set. The test set was an open-loop spe
independent set with 3329 sentences.

The system also has been evaluated on SWB [6]. T
training set consists of 114,441 utterances while t
development test set consists of 2,427 utterances. Th
utterances have an average length of six words and
average duration of two seconds. The test set vocabular
approximately 22,000 words while the training se
vocabulary has over 80,000 words. A 42-phone set has b
used for this task. The baseline HMM system was trained
60 hours data from 2,998 conversation sides. The inp
features were mel-cepstral coefficients which had be
normalized to have a zero-mean and unit variance. Twe
mixture components per state were used. This basel
system has a WER of 41.6% on the development test se

Table 1 compares the performance of the hybrid syste
with that of the baseline system on various word-classes
the Alphadigits data. These word classes have been foun
comprise the major error modalities for the dataset. It
interesting to note that the two systems handle the wo
classes with varying degree of accuracy. This observat
prompted us to explore the idea of combining the acous
likelihoods from the two system to obtain the fina
hypothesis.

We explored a system combination scheme where the w
likelihood score from the SVM system was combined wit
the word-likelihood score from the HMM baseline
according to

. (2)likelihood SVM score HMM Score
norm factor
------------------------------+=
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Data
Class

HMM
(%WER)

SVM
(%WER)

HMM+SVM
(%WER)

a-set 13.5 11.5 11.1

e-set 23.1 22.4 20.6

digits 5.1 6.4 4.7

alphabets 15.1 14.3 13.3

nasals 12.1 12.9 12.0

plosives 22.6 21.0 18.9

Overall 11.9 11.8 10.6
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This method does require the estimation of another fr
parameter to normalize the respective scores. As t
normalization factor increases, the likelihood is dominate
by the SVM hypothesis. Likewise, as the normalizatio
factor decreases, the HMM score dominates. Using th
approach we improve the overall system performance
10.6% WER as compared to the baseline of 11.9%
Interestingly, this score combination scheme shows ga
for every error modality explored in this recognition task.

For the SWB task, we use 10-best lists with a list error ra
of 29.5% for all experiments. For this experiment we used
segmentation derived from the HMM’s hypothesis t
rescore the N-best list. This hybrid setup does impro
performance over the baseline, albeit only marginally —
WER of 40.6% compared to a baseline of 41.6%.

We then compared and contrasted the effect of using ora
segmentations and transcriptions in the hybrid system. T
is an important exercise for gaining further insights into th
effect of these features on system performance. On
Alphadigits task, using the reference segmentatio
improves the performance of the hybrid system from 11.0
to 7.0% WER (compared to a baseline of 11.9% WER). O
the SWB task, the reference segmentation improves
performance of the system from 40.6% to 36.1%. Th
demonstrates that the SVM system is capable of locki
onto the correct segmentation.

We conducted another set of experiments to determine
effect of the richness of N-best lists on the performance
the hybrid system. The N-best list error rate was artificial
reduced to 0% by adding the reference to the origin
10-best lists. Rescoring these new N-best lists using t
corresponding segmentations result in error rates
9.1% WER and 38.1% on Alphadigits and SWB
respectively. This improvement corresponds to a 30
relative improvement in performance on the Alphadigi
task. On this task, the HMM system does not improv
performance over the baseline even when the reference
correct) transcription is added to the N-best list.

This result indicates that SVMs do a better job than HMM
when they are exposed to accurate segmentatio
Unfortunately, the current hybrid approach does not allo
the SVM to be trained in a way in which it is exposed t
alternate segmentations. Hence, the SVM doesn’t learn
discriminate between alternate segmentations. W
hypothesize that this is the reason that introduction of t
correct segmentation has such a big impact on performa
for the SVM.

Another set of experiments were run to quantify th
absolute ceiling in performance improvements the SV
hybrid system can provide. This ceiling can be achieve
when we use the hybrid system to rescore the N-best li

n

Table 1: Comparison of performance of the HMM an
SVM systems in isolation and in combination as a functio
of prominent word classes in the alphadigits vocabulary.
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that include the reference transcription using the referen
based segmentation. Using this approach, the system ga
WER 3.3% on the Alphadigits task, and 5.8% on SWB
This huge improvement should not be mistaken for a re
improvement for two reasons. First, we cannot guarant
that the reference segmentation is available at all tim
Second, generating N-best lists with 0% WER is extreme
difficult, if not impossible for conversational speech. Thi
improvement should rather be viewed as a proof of conce
that by using good segmentations to rescore good N-b
lists, the hybrid system has a potential to improv
performance significantly. The various results a
summarized in Table 2.

4. SUMMARY

In this paper, we discussed the first application of a hybr
SVM/HMM system to a large vocabulary task — SWB. W
have extended previously published work on issues rela
to the hybrid architecture and have explored th
segmentation issue in greater detail via a set of ora
experiments. On the OGI Alphadigits task, the hybri
system achieves a WER of 10.6% compared to 11.9
achieved using a traditional HMM system. On the SW
task, the hybrid system achieves a word error rate of 40.6
compared to a baseline of 41.6%.

The results obtained in the experiments clearly indicate t
classification power of SVMs and affirm the use of SVM
for acoustic modeling. The fact that the improvements a
made on all classes of sounds (some being minimal pai
indicates that the SVM classifiers are capable of classifyi
even extremely confusable data better than HMMs. Ora
experiments were performed using segmentations fro
correct transcriptions and N-best lists containing th
reference hypothesis. These experiments show that gi
good segmentations, SVM classifiers do a significan
better job than traditional Gaussian classifiers.
S. No.
Information Source

Transcription Segmentation

1 N-best Hypothesis

2 N-best N-best

3 N-best + Ref. Reference

4 N-best + Ref. N-best + Ref.
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HMM Hybrid

AD SWB AD SWB

11.9 41.6 11.0 40.6

12.0 42.3 11.8 42.1

— — 3.3 5.8

11.9 38.6 9.1 38.1

hboard
riptions
at each of
Table 2: Summary of recognition experiments using the baseline HMM system and the hybrid system on the Switc
(SWB) and Alphadigits (AD) tasks. The two information sources that define the experimental setup are the transc
that need to be reordered and the segmentations that are fed to the hybrid system. N-best segmentation implies th
the N segmentations were used to process the corresponding hypothesis in the N-best list.
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